MANUAL WOBBEL DECK AND PILLOW
Thank you for choosing our Wobbel® Deck® or Pillow®!
With this extra and soft invitation, you can enjoy the Wobbel® even more.
The Wobbel® Deck® and Pillow® are made of fabrics with OEKO-tex label and are CFC free. All Wobbel®
products are manufactured according to the fair-trade principles in the EU
Cleaning and maintenance
Here are some tips to keep your Wobbel® Deck® or Pillow® beautiful as long as possible:
1.
Single stains can be dabbed, not rubbed, carefully with lukewarm soapy water. Don’t dry in
the sun and don’t use a dryer.
2.
The covers of the Wobbel® Deck® and Pillow® are washable in lukewarm water up to 30
degrees in the washing machine. Let them dry laying flat and don’t use a dryer.
3.
You can iron your Deck® and Pillow® covers on low heat if needed.
4.
After washing the covers of the Deck® or Pillow® can look like they have shrunk a bit. No
need to worry. They will come back to their original form during use.
Use and safety
Wobbel® Deck® and Pillow® are designed to be used with a Wobbel® board. Also check the manual of
the Wobbel® for safe fun. If you don’t have the manual anymore, you can download it on
www.wobbel.com. The Wobbel® is, also in combination with the Deck® or Pillow®, a very mobile toy
and, as always with these kinds of toys, parental or adult supervision is required. Especially for children
of younger ages.
Warnings
1.
Keep Wobbel® Deck® and Pillow® away from fire and heat sources.
2.
The Wobbel®, the Deck® and the Pillow® are not toys.
3.
Not suitable for children under 36 months old. Small parts could come loose.
4.
Never let your children put the elastic bands around their head or neck.
5.
Make sure they don’t remove the foam from the cover and don’t let them play with the zipper.
6.
If wear or tear occurs, put the product away from your child and contact us.
7.
The Wobbel®, the Wobbel® Deck® and the Wobbel® Pillow® are not a bed or crib. Don’t let your
child sleep in or on it.
8.
Make sure your child always uses Wobbel® products under adult supervision.
9.
When the deck lays in the Wobbel® there is a chance of slipping when standing or walking on it.
Only use the Wobbel Deck® to lay or sit in the Wobbel® and carefully step out.
10. Always use both elastic bands to attach the Deck® for the Original or XL to the board to prevent
slipping.

For all your adventures: Please share them with us @wobbelboard and #wobbelboard
Enjoy the Wobbel®, Deck® and Pillow®!

For all your tips and questions: info@wobbel.com or www.wobbel.com Wobbel BV, Uraniumweg 15A,
3812RJ Amersfoort The Netherlands +31641273330.
Keep this manual for future reference.

Wobbel B.V. cannot be held responsible and accountable for physical and financial damage caused by using the Wobbel balance board and
accessories. Use active toys with care and under supervision of an adult.
The Wobbel and its accessories are a product of Wobbel B.V.
Wobbel and its accessories are for its idea, design, brand and model registered at the BBIE/BIOP.
Wobbel B.V. is in possession of the brand rights in combination with model rights.
The name Wobbel, the logo and the icon are protected brands.
Copying or recreating the Wobbel and its accessories, and using the name Wobbel is not allowed.
Wobbel B.V. will maintain its rights.

